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∨ るΒャゴレヨャや れゅらィヲャや サゅレャや モツヘΑ やクゅヨャ マΑぺケ ヶプ 

Grade 10  1st Term      2018- 2019 
 

Unit 1                    
 

1- In your opinion why do people prefer home –made meals?                     (1st period 2013) 

 -They are healthy   they are fresh   -they keep our body fit 

2-Islam ensures the importance of eating wisely. Explain.              (1st p2014 - 2015) 

 -it's to keep our body healthy and strong. 

3-What should we do to keep our mind and body in tip-top shape?             (1st p2015– 2016) 

-We can add green tea, chocolate and  probiotic drinks  - We should do exercise 

4- There are many benefits of probiotic drinks. Mention.             (1st period 2010 – 2011) 

 - They contain good bacteria     - They improve immune system  

5-Good bacteria are important for our bodies. Why?                       (1st p 2011) 

-They absorb nutrients     -They neutralise bad bacteria         - They stimulate digestive process 

6-The Chinese have known the benefits found in green tea since ancient times. Discuss. 

- In what way are antioxidants useful (good) for our health/ bodies?             (1st period 2010- 2011) 

 - They combat diseases    - They lower cholesterol    (1st period 2011/2016) 

 - They improve immune system   - They remove harmful substances 

7-How do you think dark chocolate can help diabetics? 

 - Diabetics are advised to have dark chocolate. Why?                (1st period 2010 – 2011) 

-It metabolises sugar      -It lowers blood pressure   

 

るボもΙ ゅレョゅジィぺ モバイゎ るィコゅヅ ゅヰルや るΒエタ ゅヰルや 

 ゥゲセや ,ヮヨムエよ ュゅバトャや メヱゅレゎ ヮΒヨワぺ ヶヤハ ュΚシΗや ゅレんェ 

ヮΑヲホ ヱ るΒエタ ゅレョゅジィぺ ヶヤハ ナプゅエゎ ゅヰルぺ  

 ゅレャヲボハ モバイレャ モバヘル ラや ょイΑ やクゅョゅレョゅジィぺヱ  ヶプモツプぺ  ∨メゅェ 

  リΑケゅヨわャゅよ ュゅΒボャや ょイΑ  ヵゅゼャや ブΒツル ラや リムヨヨャや リョゲツカΕや .るΑゲもゅヨガャや れゅよヱゲゼヨャや ヱ ヮゎΙヲミヲゼャや ヱ   

∨ ゅワゲミクや , るΑゲもゅヨガャや れゅよヱゲゼヨヤャ ギもやヲヘャや リョ ギΑギバャや ポゅレワ  

 . ヶハゅレヨャや ュゅヌレャや リジエゎ ゅヰルや  . ロギΒィ ゅΑゲΒわムよ ヶヤハ ヵヲわエゎ ゅヰルや 

 るヨヰョ りギΒイャや ゅΑゲΒわムらャやゅレョゅジィΕ  ∨ ゅワゲミクや , 

 . ユツヰャや るΒヤヨハ ゴヘエゎ  . りケゅツャや ゅΑゲΒわムらャや メヲバヘョ モトらゎ  . れゅΑグピヨャや ゾわヨゎ 

 ヵゅゼャや ギもやヲプ ラヲΒレΒダャや フゲハゲツカΕや  ケヲダバャや グレョるヨΑギボャや  ∨ ズホゅル , 

 ブΒミラぺ  れやキゅツョりギジミΕや  るエダャ りギΒヘョゅレョゅジィぺ ∨  

 ヂヘガゎメヱゲわジャヲムャや  .  ュヱゅボゎチやゲョΕや  . 

 . りケゅツャや れやケゅダバャや モΑゴゎ  . るハゅレヨャや コゅヰィ リジエゎ 

 ∨  ヵゲムジャや ヶッゲョ るレミやギャや るゎΙヲミヲゼャや ギハゅジゎ ブΒミ 

 やクゅヨャ , るレミやギャや るゎΙヲミヲゼャや メヱゅレわよ ラヲエダレΑ ヵゲムジャや ヶッゲョ∨  
 ∨

ュギャや テピッ ヂヘガゎ  . ゲムジャや モんヨゎ . 



 
 

8- What are the different types of food that your daily diet should include ? 

-What should your healthy food pyramid contain ?               ( Mid-year 2012 ) 

 -It should contain milk, meat, grains and fruits  

9- What nutrients are useful to improve sporting performance( necessary for a healthy lifestyle ) ? 

 - They are proteins , fats ,vitamins ,water and carbohydrates.                 (1st period  2018) 

10- Why do you think that too much saturated fats are harmful? 

-They cause heart diseases   -They lead to obesity.                             (1st period 2011) 

11-We should drink about 6:8 glasses of water daily. Why? 

- It prevents dehydration   -It flushes toxins 

12- How should a good restaurant ( eatery ) be ?                                             ( 2nd Period  2014 ) 

   - It should have good location , healthy  food and drinks    - It should be quiet and clean 

13-What are the advantages(pros)and disadvantages( cons) of a vegetarian menu/food?  (2012) 

- Following a vegetarian lifestyle irresponsibly can cause ( lead to) :                                  (1st 2011) 

 

Disadvantages ( cons) Advantages (pros) 

- It leads to health problems     -It has low cholesterol 

- It leads to malnutrition - It contains fresh vegetables 

 

 

 

 

 

 ヶワ ゅョネやヲルぺ や マわΒヨェ ゅヰΒヤハ ヵヲわエゎ ラや ょイΑ ヶわャや るヘヤわガヨャや ュゅバトャやΒョヲΒャ  ∨ る
 ∨

 ∨ ヶエダャや ヶもやグピャや マョゲワ るΒヤハ ヵヲわエΑ ラや ょイΑ ヵグャや ゅョ 

 ゆヲらエャやヱ ユエヤャや ヱ ょΒヤエャや ヶヤハ ヵヲわエΑ ラや ょイΑるヰミゅヘャやヱ . 

 れゅΑグピヨャや ゅョるΒシゅシΕや  リΒジエゎ ヶプ りギΒヘヨャや¬やキΕや ∨チゅΑゲャや 

Βワヲよゲムャや ヱ ¬ゅヨャや ヱ れゅレΒョゅわΒヘャや ヱ ラヲワギャや ヱ れゅレΒゎヱゲらャややケギ. れ 

 ヵキぽゎヶャま るレヨジャや  ょらジゎチやゲョぺ . ょヤボャや 

. りケゅッ るバらゼヨャや ラヲワギャや リョ ゲΒんムャや ラや ギボわバゎ やクゅヨャ 

 ょイΑラぺ  ヶャやヲェ ゆゲゼル∝:∫ ゆやヲミぺ ∨ やクゅヨャ , ゅΒョヲΑ ¬ゅヨャや リョ 

. ュヲヨジャや キゲトゎ . フゅヘイャや ノレヨゎ 

 ょイΑ ブΒミラぺ ∨ ギΒイャや ユバトヨャや ラヲムΑ 

 ょイΑラぺ . むキゅワ ヱ ブΒヌル ラヲムΑ  ょイΑラぺ . ブΒヌルヱ ヶエタ ゆやゲセ ヱ ュゅバヅ ュギボΑ 

∨ ヶゎゅらレャや ュゅバトャや ゆヲΒハ ヱ れやゴΒヨョ ヶワ ゅョ 

ネゅらゎま  ヶゎゅらル ュゅヌルメゅヨワみよ  ヵキぽΑヶャま : 

メヱゲわジャヲミ モホや 

 ゆヲΒバャや 
. むキゅワ ヱ メや

 れやゴΒヨヨャや 

 ヵキぽΑヶャま るΒエタ モミゅゼョ 

 ヵキぽΑヶャま るΑグピゎ ゾボル るィコゅヅ れやヱゲツカ ヶヤハ ヵヲわエΑ 



 
 

Unit 2  
 

1. In your opinion how does the mentor play a leading role in the community?         (1stP 2011) 

   -  How can mentoring schemes help build relationships in your community? 

   -  What are the advantages ( aims - benefits ) of mentoring ?                  (1st period 2011) 

- It helps students on their projects  - It breaks down barriers in community  

2- How can you build good relationships in your community?                              (1st p2014 - 2015) 

  - we can help people    - we should respect others 

3. How can culture of tolerance and the mutual understanding be achieved among nations? 

  - It's through international dialogue        - It's through interfaith dialogue     (1st period 2011) 

4. What has Kuwait done to further ( promote) the Culture of Peace?                    (1st period 2013) 

 - it held conferences and seminars  - it offered programmes 

5. What are the benefits of people treating each other with respect?         (1st period 2013 - 2017) 

- We can live in peace    - countries will be stronger and safer 

6.What can be done to ensure people treat each other with respect?                ( 1st period 2014/2016) 

         -We should hold seminars    -We should offer programmes 

 7.  How can you show respect to your country ?                        (1st p 2013/14) 

         -We should work hard                                      -We should keep it clean   

  8. In what ways can you show respect for other cultures and nations?           (1st period 2010 - 2015) 

      -  How can you provide a simple bridge between languages and cultures?                                          

   - We can organise conferences - We can share their festivals     - We can design posters for them  

 ギハゅジΑ ブΒミキゅセケΗや ∨ ノヨわイヨャや ヶプ れゅホΚハ ¬ゅボよ ヶプ ) ウダレャや ( 

 れやゴΒヨョ ヶワ ゅョキゅセケΗや  ∨ 

. ノヨわイヨャや ヶプ ゴィやヲエャや ゲジムΑ  ギハゅジΑゆΚトャや . ユヰバΑケゅゼョ ヶプ 

∨ マバヨわイョ ヶプ りギΒィ れゅホΚハ ¬ゅレよ ノΒトわジル ブΒミ 

 ュやゲわェや ょイΑリΑゲカΓや   サゅレャや りギハゅジョ ノΒトわジル 

∨ ュΚジャや るプゅボを ろΑヲムャや ろバイセ ブΒミ 

  ヶレΑギャや ケやヲエャや メΚカ リョ   ヶャヱギャや ケやヲエャや メΚカ リョ 

  アョやゲらャや ろョギホ    れやヱギル ヱ れやゲヨゎぽョ れギボハ 

 ギもやヲプ ヶワ ゅョ∨ ュやゲわェゅよ ユヰツバよ ノョ サゅレャや モョゅバゎ 

 ラヲムゎ フヲシ メヱギャやゲんミぺ ゅルゅョぺ   ヵヲホや ヱ   ュΚシ ヶプ ズΒバル 

 ヱ れゅプゅボんヤャ ュやゲわェΙや ゲヰヌル ブΒミユョΕや ∨ ヵゲカΙや 

  アョやゲらャや ユΑギボゎ ょイΑ 

  ギイよ モヨバャや ょイΑ   ゅヰわプゅヌル ヶヤハ ナプゅエル 

∨  サゅレャや リΒよ メキゅらわヨャや ュやゲわェΙや ペΒボエわャ ヮヤヨハ リムヨΑ やクゅョ 

  れやヱギレャや ギボハ ょイΑ 

∨ れゅプゅボんャや ヱ れゅピヤャや リΒよ モタやヲわャや リョ ゲジィ ユΒボル ブΒミ 

  れやゲヨゎぽヨャや ユヌレル   ユヰャ れやゲわシヲらャや ユヨダル   れΙゅヘわェΙや ヶプ ポケゅゼル 



 
 

Unit 3         Unit 3   Lesson 1-2 
 
1. Why are some buildings ( Sydney Opera House ) considered  inspiring piece of architecture?  

  -  It's expressionist      -  It's remarkable               (1st period 2009 – 2010) 

2. The National Assembly building in Kuwait and the Opera House in Sydney share a similarity. Explain. 

    -They are built by the same designer.                                       (1st period 2011) 

3. Why do you think building impressive buildings is important?                              (1st period 2014) 

  - They reflect our culture     - They're a source of relaxing 

Unit  3                      Lesson : 3   { Workbook } 
 

4.  360デ  Kuwait centre isn't simply a shopping centre. Explain.                                     (1st p2016) 

     

   - Describe your favourite building in Kuwait . (1st p2014) 

 - What makes a shopping centre appeal to customers?                                (1st period 2013 - 2017) 

  - if It has many shops and games stores  -  if It has a family entertainment centre 

  -if  It's a relaxing centre     - if It has the largest cinema. 

5. 360  Kuwait centre isn't simply a shopping centre, but it is also educational . Explain.  (1st period  2018)

   

[-  It  mixes education with entertainment.          - It's through TV. programmes and music. 

6. What shopping places would you recommend for visitors to visit in Kuwait?                 ( 2nd P-2011) 

   

-  It's 360 デ Kuwait      -  It's Villa Moda 

 
 
 
 
 

 

  ョ るΑケゅヨバョ ノトホ ゲらわバゎ ) ヶルギΒシ やゲよヱや ヶレらョ ( ヶルゅらヨャや ヂバよ やクゅヨャるヨヰヤ ∨ 

 ザヤイョ ヶレらョるョΕや  ヶレらョ ヱ ヶわΑヲムャややゲよヱぺ ゅヰよゅゼゎ ユヰレΒよ ヱ ユヰよ ヶルギΒシ モんョ れ∨ 

ゅヰルぺ るプゅボんャや ザムバゎ  

   やクゅヨャ ヶルゅらヨャや ¬ゅレよ ラや ギボわバゎりゲらバヨャや  ユヰョ∨ 

   ノヨイョ ヶレらョ≫∝≡ ∨ ゥゲセや , ベヲジャ ヶレらョ テボプ ザΒャ ヶレらョ 

 ヶヤもゅハ ヶヰΒプゲゎ ゴミゲョ 

 ベヲジわャや ヶレらョ モバイΑ やクゅョモツプぺ ゲんミぺ ∨ リもゅよゴヤャ 

れΚエヨャや リョ ゲΒんミ ヮよ 

¬ゅカゲわシや ゴミゲョ ヮよ ゅヨレΒシ ゲらミや ゅよ 

ブタヱぺ ∨ マΑギャ モツヘヨャや ヶレらヨャや 

≫∝≡  ヱ ヶヨΒヤバゎ ヶレらョ ろΑヲムャゅよゅツΑぺ ∨ゥゲセや ヶヨΒヤバゎ ゴミゲョ 

アョやゲらャやヱ ヶボΒシヲヨャや モヤカ リョ ヶボΒシヲヨャやヱ ユΒヤバわャや テヤガΑ 

 ヶワ ゅョリミゅョぺ ∨ ろΑヲムャゅよ ケやヱゴャや ゅヰよ ウダレゎ ヶわャや ベヲジわャや 

やキヲョ ΚΒプ  ゴミゲョ≫∝≡ 



 
 

Unit  3                              Lesson   7-8 
 

7. What are the advantages ( benefits ) of building a new airport?                      (1st period 2010 – 2011) 

  - It's a profitable idea     - It's a fast way for travelling  

8. What are the disadvantages ( bad effects  - against ) of building a new airport?        (1st p2010) 

  - It's noisy       - It leads to heavy traffic 

 

Unit 3             { FOCUS on } 

9. Traditional dress has always been important within Kuwait and still continuous to be so. How 

- What does the traditional dress mean to you?                                           ( 2nd P 2010 - 2016) 

 - It's a part of our traditions    - It's a symbol of equality 

 

10. The Dishdasha is an important part of the Kuwaiti traditional dress. Explain.         (1st p2010) 

 - It's a symbol of equality  /  traditional  - It suits climate  /  comfortable  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

∨ギΑギィ ケゅトョ ¬ゅレよ れやゴΒヨョ ヶワ ゅョ 

るバΑゲシ ゲヘシ るボΑゲヅ るエよゲョ りゲムプ ゅヰルや 

∨ ギΑギィ ケゅトョ ¬ゅレよ ゆヲΒハ ヶワ ゅョ 

ヵケヱゲョ ュゅェキコや アハゴョ ヮルや 

 ヶわェ ユもやキヱ  ゲヨわジョ ヱ ろΑヲムャや ヶプ ユヰョ ゅヨもやキ ヵギΒヤボわャや ザらヤャやラΓや ブΒミ ∨ 

ゅルギΒャゅボゎ ヱ ゅレゎやキゅハ リョ ¬ゴィ ヮルや 

 ユΑギボャや ヶヨシゲャ ろΑゴャや ヶレバΑ やクゅョ 

りやヱゅジヨヤャ ゴョケ 

¬ゴィ るセやギセギャや ∨ ゥゲセや , ヶわΑヲムャや ヵギΒヤボわャや ヵグャや ヶプ ュゅワ  ヱ ォゅレヨヤャ るらシゅレョ ゅヰルやるエΑゲョ ヮΑギΒヤボゎ ヱ りやヱゅジヨヤャ ゴョケ ゅヰルや 



 
 

 

 

Unit 4                                 Lesson 1-2 

1. What will computer games be different ( like ) in the future? ( changes )       (1st period  2018) 

 - Games will be more difficult     - Games will be more expensive / realistic  

 

2. Computer games in the future will be more realistic and naturalistic. Explain.    ( Mid-year  2016) 

-   In the future, our game characters will be able to perform some tasks such as: 

- Characters will perform visual perception  - They will perform speech recognition. 

 

3. What good effects can playing computer games have on young people(children )?  ( 2nd P 2013)   

 - They will be more intelligent   - They will be more imaginative 

 

4. What disadvantages  ( bad effects )  can playing computer games have on young people ( youth )?  

 - Most parents don't like their children to spend much time on computer games. Why?      ( 2nd P2010 -2014 - 2015) 

 - They waste time  - They make pupils idle.  -  They cause bad eyesight.  

 

5. Why do you think computer games are so popular? 

 - They are exciting.     - They develop intelligence 

 

6. Mention differences between traditional and modern computer games:      ( 2nd P 2012)   

Traditional:     We use only our fingers and make players idle  

Modern:         We use our whole bodies and  make players fit. 

 

∨ モらボわジヨャや ヶプ ヮΒバホやヱ ゲんミぺ ラヲムわシ ゲゎヲΒらヨムャや ゆゅバャや 

ヮΒバホやヱヱ ヱ やゲバシ ヶヤハや ゆゅバャΕや ラヲムわシ るよヲバタ ゲんミぺ ゆゅバャΕや ラヲムわシ 

モんョ ュゅヰヨャや ヂバよ ¬やキぺ ヶヤハ りケキゅホ ラヲムゎ フヲシ ゆゅバャΕや れゅΒダガセ , モらボわジヨャや ヶプ : 

 ヶゎヲダャや ゴΒΒヨわャや ヵキぽゎ フヲシ ヵゲダらャや ポやケキΗや ヵキぽゎ フヲシ れゅΒダガゼャや 

Ιや ケゅをΓや ヶワ ゅョゎヲΒらヨムャや ゆゅバャΕ るΒよゅイΑゲ ∨ メゅヘヅΕや ヶヤハ 

ΙゅΒカ ゲんミぺ ラヲムゎ フヲシ ¬ゅミク ゲんミぺ ラヲムゎ フヲシ 

∨ ゆゅらゼャや ヶヤハ ゲゎヲΒらヨムャや ゆゅバャΕ るΒらヤジャや ケゅをΓや ヶワ ゅョ 

ゎヲΒらヨムャや ゆゅバャや ヶヤハ ゲΒらミ ろホヱ ラヲツボΑ ユヰャゅヘヅぺ ラヲらエΑ Ι ¬ゅよΓや ユヌバョゲ ヨャ ,やクゅ ∨ 

ゲヌレャや ブバッ ょらジゎ  ヶャゅジミ るらヤトャや モバイゎ ろホヲャや ノΒツゎ 

ゎヲΒらヨムャや ゆゅバャや ろエらタぺ やクゅヨャゲ ∨  りケヲヰゼョ 

 ¬ゅミグャや ケヲトゎ りゲΒんョ ゅヰルや 

∨ るヨΑギボャやヱ るんΑギエャや ゲゎヲΒらヨムャや ゆゅバャや リΒよ れゅプΚわカΙや ヶワ ゅョ  : るヨΑギボャやギガわジルュ ゅレバよゅタぺ   ヶャゅジミ ラヲらハΚャや モバイゎ ヱ テボプ 

 モミ ュギガわジル : るんΑギエャやゅレョゅジィぺ  ラヲボΒセケ ラヲらハΚャや モバイゎ ヱ 



 
 

Unit 5                                                     Lesson 1- 2  
 

 

1. Mention some of the important events that usually take place in the Paralympics. 

-  Name the fields in which the disabled can participate in Paralympics.                   ( 2nd P 2012)   

 - They're sailing, marathons and power lifting.                                                                           

2.  Ramadan ( fasting ) teaches athletes / people some values such as:             ( 2nd P 2011)   

  - Regardless  their natural  abilities , athletes need some skills such as :         ( 2nd P 2013)   

- It teaches us patience, sacrifice and self- discipline.  

3. What is  important about Paralympics?                             ( Mid-year 2015 - 2016) 

 - They encourage the disabled       - They rehabilitate them. 

4. Kuwait's efforts / role for caring for the disabled are endless. Discuss. 

   - How can any society help the disabled?                       ( 2nd P 2013)         

 - We can build a sports club and organize competitions for them. 

5. Why do you think  people enjoy watching big sporting events, like the Olympic Games? 

 

 - We can enjoy our time        - we can learn new skills       (1st P 2014 - 2017)

 - We can support our team   - They bring out the best in athletes   

   
 

6. What are the skills needed to become a Formula One Driver? 

- He should be    independent, determined        , courageous and  aware 

7. What are the skills / abilities  needed for winning a marathon racing?                 ( 2nd P 2013)   

 - He should have willpower , stamina and endurance 

わャや るョゅヰャや ゐやギェΕや ヂバよ ゲミクやヨヤャ るΒらヨャヱΙや ゆゅバャΕや ヶプ ゐギエゎ ゅョ ゅらャゅビ ヶΒホゅバ∨ リ 

メゅボをΕや ノプケ ヱ ラヲゎやケゅヨャや ヱ ケゅエよΗや 

∨ リΒホゅバヨャや ゅヰΒプ ポケゅゼΑ ヶわャや れΙゅイヨャや ゲミクや 

 ヂピよヌレャやゲ  モんョ れやケゅヰヨャや ヂバよ ラヲィゅわエΑ ラヲΒッゅΑゲャや , るΒバΒらトャや ユヰゎやケギホ リハ: 

∨ ユΒボャや ヂバよ ) サゅレャや ( ラヲΒッゅΑゲャや ユヤバΑ ラゅツョケ ュヲタ 

ヱ ゲらダャや ユヤバゎ  ザヘレャや テらッ ヱ るΒエツわャや 

 ヶワ ゅョるΒヨワぺ ゆゅバャΕや  ∨ リΒホゅバヨヤャ るΒらヨャヱΙや 

 ユヰヤΒワほゎ ギΒバゎ リΒホゅバヨャや ノΒイゼゎ 

 ∨ ズホゅル , キヱギェ ゅヰャ ザΒャ リΒホゅバヨャや るΑゅハケ ヶプ ろΑヲムャや ヮャヱキ ケヱキ 

∨ リΒホゅバヨャや ノヨわイヨャや ギハゅジΑ ブΒミ 

 ユヰャ れゅボよゅジョ ユヌレル ヱ るΒッゅΑケ ヵキやヲル ヶレらル 

ヨよ ラヲバわヨわジΑ サゅレャや ラぺ ギボわバゎ やクゅヨャるΒらヨΒャヱΙや ゆゅバャΕや モんョ るΒッゅΑゲャや ゐやギェΕや りギワゅゼ   

 りギΑギィ れやケゅヰョ ユヤバわル  ユヰわホヲよ ラヲバわヨわジΑ 

 ゅレボΑゲプ ノイゼル  ラヲΒッゅΑゲャや リョ モツプΕや ラヲィゲガΑ 

  ∨  ラヲをやケゅヨャや ベゅらジよ コヲヘヤャ るよヲヤトヨャや れやケギボャや ヱ れやケゅヰヨャや ヶワ ゅョ 

   ヶハやヱ ヱ ネゅイセ ヱ ゲダョ ヱ モボわジョ ラヲムゎ ラや ょイΑ 

ょイΑ    モヨエわャや ヱ ゲらダャや ヱ りヲボャや ヮΑギャ ラヲムΑ ラぺ 

  ∨  れやケゅΒジャや ベゅらシ ヶプ ペよゅジわョ ウらダわャ るよヲヤトヨャや ヶワ ゅョ 



 
 

      

Unit 5                                                     Lesson 7- 8 

 

8. From your point of view, psychological factors are important. Why? 

- They improve athletes' performance    -they avoid pressures.    

9. Psychological factors are  the mental factors that help or prevent athletes from       

performing well. Mention two.     
- They are motivation, stimulation     – They are  personality and feedback                          

Unit 6                           Lesson 1- 2 

 

1. What is remarkable about Al -Jahra Pools Nature Reserve ? 

 - It's completely man-made    -  It's effluent waste. 

2.Why are Natural reserves such as  Al -Jahra Pool Nature Reserve important?     ( 2nd P 2015)    

-Nature Reserve has been a crucial centre for conservation, education and research. How?  (2nd P 2013)    

 -  It provides a refuge.     -  It protects the habitat.     

3. Natural Reserves have many benefits  /  purposes . Mention them.               ( 2nd P 2013)   

 - They are conservation , research , education and propagation. 

4. Why do you think it is important to save / protect wild life?        ( 2nd P 2013 – 2014 )     

 -  It's a part of our heritage.      -  It's to keep balance in nature.  

5. Why do you think  animals are very important in our world?                               ( Mid -year  2016)  

 - It's for entertainment and sport  - It's for work , food and medical research.  

  

   ∨ るヨヰョ るΒジヘレャや モョやヲバャや ラヲムゎ やクゅヨャ , ポゲヌル ヮヰィヱ リョ 

   ヅヲピツャや ょレイわャ    ヶッゅΑゲャや ¬やキΕや リΒジエわャ 

ヱや ギハゅジゎ るΒジヘレャや モョやヲバャや Βレをや ゲミクや , ギΒィ モムゼよ ¬やキΕや リョ ヶッゅΑゲャや ノレヨゎ   ∨リ 

   るボよゅジャや るΒダガゼャや ゆケゅイわャや ゴΒヘエわャや ヱ ゑエャや 

   ∨ るΒバΒらトャや ¬やゲヰイャや るΒヨエョ ヶプ ゴΒヨヨャや ゅョ 

    ヵケゅイヨャや ロゅΒョ リョ ヶボジゎ  ノレタ リョラゅジルΗや    Κョゅミ 

   ∨ るヨヰョ るΒバΒらトャや ¬やゲヰイャや るΒヨエョ モんョ るΒバΒらトャや れゅΒヨエヨャや やクゅヨャ 

 ヱ ユΒヤバわャや ヱ ナヘエャや ヱ ゲをゅムわヤャ ゴミゲョ るΒバΒらトャや るΒヨエヨャや   ∨ ブΒミ , るΑゅヨエャや ヱ ゑエらャや 

    るゃΒらャや ヱ リムジャや ヶヨエゎ      ヵヱほヨャや キヱゴゎ 

   ∨るΒバΒらトャや れゅΒヨエヨャや ギもやヲプ ヶワ ゅョ 

ゲをゅムわャや ヱ ユΒヤバわャや ヱ ゑエらャや ヱ ナヘエャやヱ るΑゅヨエヤャ ゅヰルや 

∨ るΑゲらャや りゅΒエャや るΑゅヨェ ユヰヨャや リョ やクゅヨャ 

 るゃΒらャや ヶプ ラコやヲわャや るΑゅヨェ      ゐやゲわャや リョ ¬ゴィ ゅヰルま 

やヲΒエャや やクゅヨャ∨ ゅレヨャゅハ ヶプ ヮヨヰョ れゅル 

 ヶヨヤバャや ゑエらャやヱ ュゅバトャや ヱ モヨバャや モィや リョ ゅヰルぺ  るゃΒらャや ヶプ ラコやヲわャや るΑゅヨェ 



 
 

 

U. 6                                 Workbook             ( Lesson 3 ) 

 

6. Some animals( birds ) are in danger of extinction. Why? Mention some of the dangers    

-  They are as hunting, poachers, pesticides and forest fires.                                          (2ndP 13)   

7. There are many ways  to protect wildlife in your country (area) .Mention.   ( 1st period 2017 - 2018) 

     -  We can look after birds   - we can stop hunting and run clean-up campaigns.  

Module 2                                      focus on 

 

8. Kuwait is a shopping paradise. Comment.-What creates a unique shopping experience?   ( 2nd P 13)   

   -  Villa Moda in Kuwait is the well-known, remarkable destination for shopaholics. Comment.  

 - It has a unique shopping experience ,luxurious shops and great customer service.                   

                                                            

∨ やクゅヨャ チやゲボルΙゅよ りキギヰョ ケヲΒトャやヱ れゅルやヲΒエャや ヂバよ 

 れゅよゅピャや ペもやゲェ ヱ るΑゲゼエャや れやギΒらヨャや ヱ ラヱキゅΒダャや ょらジよ 

∨ マわボトレョ ヶプ るΑゲらャや りゅΒエャや るΑゅヨエャ モバヘゎ やクゅョ 

Κヨエよ ュヲボル ヱ ギΒダャや ブホヲル ブΒヌレわャや れ  ケヲΒトャゅよ ヶレわバル 

∨ りギΑゲプ ベヲジゎ りゲらカ ノツΑ ヱ モバイΑ ヵグャや ゅョ ∨ ペヤハ , ベヲジわャや るレィ ろΑヲムャや 

∨ ペヤハ , ベヲジわャや ヶらエヨャ ベヲジゎ ラゅムョ やキヲョ ΚΒプ 

りゴΒヨョ ¬Κヨハ るョギカ ヱ るヨガプ れΚエョ ヮよ ヱ りギΑゲプ ベヲジゎ りゲらカヱ ゴミゲョ ヮルや 


